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Oblates of St. Benedict 

 

 

There is some confusion over meeting dates so let’s set 
the calendar. Oblates will meet the third Sunday of every 
month unless notified in the newsletter. The only excep-
tion would be inclement weather and a notice will be 
placed on the website. Meetings will be: 

September 15   October 20 
November 17   December  15 
January 19   February 16 
March 15   April 19 
May 17    June 14 

Starting January 19 we will be changing the meeting for-
mat based on the survey results submitted. Until then we 
will continue with the existing format with the meetings 
beginning at 2:30 PM in the Oblate (Geyer) Meeting 
Room in the old Music Building 

For the beginning of the year we will finish Monastic 
Practices by Charles Cummings, OCSO starting with 
“Monastic  Courtesy.” If you need to order a copy please 
get the second edition. 

Oblate Novices should acquire the follow ing 
books: 

The Life of St. Benedict By Gregory the Great: Transla-
tion and Commentary by Terrance G. Kardong OSB, 

Spirituality: An Art of Living, by Benoît Standaert, OSB  

Writing down one's thoughts can be a very helpful way to 
search the depths of the inner life, and in doing so learn 
what is believed and known by the one writing. Our eve-
ryday consciousness is there to keep us grounded in the 
world around us, to allow us to relate to those around us 

in such a way that we are not perceived as a threat, etc. 
When living around a great deal of people,, working in 
crowded work environments, in driving along busy high-
ways, in our dealings with those our jobs bring us in con-
tact with, our family relationships etc., a great deal of self 
discipline is needed to get through the day sanely and 
without becoming a loose canon.. In other words, we have 
to repress a great deal of material. Otherwise, we would 
not be able to function, at least not for any extended peri-
od of time. Yet the stress is there and it builds and can 
harm us on many levels.  
 
I believe that most people can write well enough that 
keeping some sort of journal is possible and helpful. En-
tertainment is an outlet and without it culture would im-
plode and explode at the same time. We let off steam, our 

MEETING DATES 

THE IMPORTANCE OF JOURNALING 

ORDO 

S  

1    22nd Sunday in Ordinary Time (Week II) 
3    Gregory the Great, Pope, Doctor of the 

Church (Feast) 
8    23rd Sunday in Ordinary Time (Week III) 
13  John Chrysostom, Bishop, Doctor of the    

Church.  Memorial. 
14  Exalta on of the Holy Cross. Feast 
15 24th Sunday in Ordinary Time (Week IV) 
16 Cornelius (Pope) and Cyprian (Bishop), 

Martyrs. Memorial 
20  Rev. Kim Taegon, Paul Chong Hasang, and 
  Companions, Martyrs. Memorial 
21  Ma hew, Apostle and Evangelist, Feast 
22  25th Sunday in Ordinary Time (Week I) 

(Begin Novena to the Guardian Angels) 
23  Pius of Pietrelcina (Padre Pio), Priest. 

Memorial 
27  Vincent de Paul, Priest (Memorial) 
29 26th Sunday in Ordinary Time (Week II) 
30 Jerome, Priest, Doctor of the Church, 

Memorial 

FOR THE NEXT MEETING 

 



bodies can become less stressful and we enjoy ourselves. Writing is differ-
ent. If a journal is based on seeking to understand our inner workings in 
how we survive from day to day and to delve in the ways that some of our 
adaptations can be self-destructive….it is then that cycles can be stopped 
or their influence lessened in our lives. Writing opens up, slowly at first, 
but as we gain humility in accepting different aspects of our inner lives, 
bringing us to an ever-deeper understanding of our memories and experi-
ences that drive and control us on a daily bases. Why do we react the way 
we do, why do certain people attract or repel us, why do we overeat, or 
overwork, or spend way too much money. Slowly we come to some under-
standing of ourselves that is not possible unless we take time to actually 
get acquainted with our inner lives…..which is deeper and vaster than our 
everyday conscious awareness.  
 
Any kind of spiritual life that is not in some way built on the need for self-
knowledge is a waste of time. It leads nowhere. In any-case, self-
knowledge may be impossible to avoid if anyone embarks on the journey 
with a conscious desire to grow inwardly. Once the seed is planted and the 
desire, no matter how weak it is, that is enough to allow the seed to take 
root and to slowly do its work. That seed is what I call grace.  
 
Every day if some little writing is done, no matter if it seems to lead no-
where, it is not a waste of time. The practice or the desire to go deeper will 
bare fruit. The more you stir by writing, the more you will get. The more 
you read and study the more fuel you will have to weave what you learn 
into your life on a regular basis when journaling. This leads to a deeper 
relationship with your-self, and more empathy and insight into others.  
 
Our human journey, while unique how each experiences and lives it out, it 
is also common to all. This knowledge is in itself healing. Acceptance of others grows because of our own evolving rela-
tionship with ourselves. So yes, writing or journal keeping is very important for one's inner growth. In fact, for many, 
it may be essential.  
 
For those with faith, this practice will only deepen one's conscious connection with one's “Higher Power”. For in hav-
ing a deeper relationship with oneself, naturally leads to deeper communion with the Infinite along with love and 
trust. Trust is a choice, we don’t fall into it. Once the illusion is gone that we can hide from the loving gaze of that in 
whose image we are made in is impossible, then we begin to open up and flower as loving human beings who have no 
illusions about ourselves. Deeper in and higher up as the saying goes, an unending journey of finite creatures that 
have an infinite ability to respond to the grace and love of the Eternal Beloved. 

 

Br. Mark Dohle, OCSO 
Holy Spirit Monastery  

 

 

 

Please remember to pray for the  
following deceased monks of the Abbey. 

 

S   

1  Br. Aloysius Foerenbach  1914 

2  Fr. Bernard Rosswog   1999  

5  Br. Leonard Metzger  1941 

6  Fr. Julius Pohl    1924 

7  Br. Obl. John Morton  1952 

20 Fr. Gerard Pilz   1891 

24 Br. Francis Zwiesler  1929 

24 Fr. Cornelius Selhuber  1962 

25 Fr. Dominic Vollmar  1942 

25 Br. Stephen Schockling  1974 

25 Fr. Gregory Eichenlaub  1975 

27 Fr. Jerome Finn  1958 

30 Fr. Gregory Windschiegel 1912 

NECROLOGY 

The October meeting of the Oblates will be on October 20 in the Geyer 

Room (Oblate Room) in the Music Building.  

 


